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Accurate modelling of  thermal fluxes through contact  interfaces are crucial  for  many engineering and natural

problems. In contact interfaces, the mechanical and thermal responses are strongly coupled through deformation

and evolution of the roughness subject to evolving loads. The accurate resolution of this coupling requires both an

adapted computational framework and a relevant thermomechanical models of materials and interfaces. To study

the conductivity of contact interfaces, we construct a coupled thermomechanical finite-element framework and use

it at the roughness scale to deduce a macroscopic constitutive conductivity model for different materials models

and various roughness properties.
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1. Introduction

Most engineering and natural systems operate not at

thermodynamic  equilibrium  but  involve  intensive

thermal fluxes: internal combustion engines (vehicle

and aircraft) and sliding in faults in the Earth’s crust

are a few examples of relevant systems. Quite often

such  systems  contain  mechanical  contact  between

different parts. The conductivity of contact interfaces

is strongly dependent on the roughness of contacting

solids,  interfacial  fluid  and  mechanical  loads.  The

main  thermal  exchange  between  rough  surfaces

happens through intimate contact spots (true contact

area). Both the fraction of the true contact area and its

morphology  affect  the  thermal  flux  through  the

contact interface and they both are determined by the

load,  surface  roughness  as  well  as  thermal  and

mechanical  behavior  of  involved  materials.  In  this

study we target to establish a link between all these

aspects  and  the  thermal  conductivity  of  contact

interfaces. Specifically, we plan to construct a novel

non-stationary model for interface conductivity with

parameters  depending  on  surface  roughness

characteristics  and  thermomechanical  behavior  of

contacting materials.

2. Methods

A  combined  finite-element  and  boundary-element

computational  framework  to  solve  the  coupled

thermomechanical problem in one-way and two-way

coupling is elaborated. A random self-affine surface

roughness is represented explicitly in the simulations.

The conductivity through contact spots is considered

to  be  perfect.  A phenomenological  model  for  the

convective conductivity is used. Elastic and inelastic

material  behavior  in  the  context  of  repeated/cyclic

contacts are taken into account. In this context, both

transient  and  stationary  conductivity  problems  are

solved. Additionally, in the same framework we make

an  attempt  to  estimate  an  effect  of  the  strong

coupling,  which  is  crucial  for  such  temperature

sensitive  materials  as  polymers  [1].  A statistically

meaningful  study  is  carried  out  accounting  for  the

random  aspect  of  surface  roughness  [2].  Relevant

simulations, carried out in our in-house finite element

suite Z-set [3], enable us to construct a non-stationary

conductivity  model  with  physically  motivated

parameters which are identified for several standard

material types (elastic, visco-elastic and visco-elasto-

plastic). This macroscopic model will be integrated in

Z-set  and  compared  with  existing  conductivity

models [4].

 

Figure  1:  Results  of  a  finite-element  simulation  of

stationary  thermal  conductivity  through  a  model

contact-interface represented by circular contact spots.

3. Discussion

Through  numerical  simulation  of  thermomechanical

contact  at the roughness scale with explicit roughness

representation, we will be able to better understand the

link  between  the  roughness,  thermomechanical  loads

and behavior of materials at the structural scale and to

establish a reliable macroscopic conductivity model.
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